
BADLAND 2

**About BADLAND 2**

BADLAND 2 is the sequel of the critically acclaimed mobile game "BADLAND". As in the previous

game, players must direct a small monster through numerous worlds full of dangers and traps.

In BADLAND 2 you control a small, round monster, which wants to make it unscathed through

many different worlds. Since there are many dangers, obstacles and traps waiting for your

character, the way to the goal is often more difficult than expected. Only if you can avoid all

obstacles and make your way through the imaginative world, you will complete the level

successfully. You simply control your figure with two fingers: If you press right or left on the

screen, your character will fly in the direction you specify. If you press the screen, the little monster

will fly up. You can either play BADLAND 2 in campaign mode or participate in special online

challenges.

**BADLAND 2 - Functions:** 

- Maneuver the monster through imaginative worlds: In BADLAND 2 you control a little monster.

Your aim is to bring the round monster to the finish unscathed. However, this is more difficult than

expected: on your way to the finish, countless obstacles, traps and dangers await you which have

to be overcome. Only if you have been able to avoid all danger and found a way through the

imaginative, enigmatic world, you complete the level successfully.

- Easy control: Your little monster can basically move freely in the worlds. To control your monster,

you only need two fingers. If you want to fly to the right or left, you only have to tap with your finger

in the desired direction. If you want your monster to fly up, it's enough to hold both fingers on the

screen. If you let go of the screen, your figure falls down.

- Use power-ups: To avoid dangers such as steel presses or more recently, flames or liquids,

sometimes a power-up has to be used. These ensure that your monster, for example, grows,

shrinks or multiplies. But beware: every power-up brings new challenges and difficulties.

- Take part in online challenges: You can not only play the campaign mode with its numerous

levels, but you can also participate in online challenges. There are a total of three different

asynchronous online events. Compete against other players from all over the world and find out

who will reach the finish first, who will save most clones, or who will survive the longest.

Conclusion: Just like the first part of the game, BADLAND 2 convinces with a challenging

gameplay, a lovingly designed gaming world and impressive graphics.


